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Abstract

Recently, Conformer-based model shows001
promising results in automatic speech recog-002
nition (ASR) task. There still is a dearth003
of research on Conformer based model004
for computer-assisted pronunciation learning005
(CAPT) system. In this paper, a Conformer-006
based CAPT system is introduced to provide007
the mispronunciation detection and diagno-008
sis. We apply the Conformer as the main pro-009
nunciation error detection model in phoneme010
level since superior phoneme recognition per-011
formance. Then, the features, including the Log012
Phone Posterior (LPP), the Log Posterior Ratio013
(LPR) and some other features, extracted from014
the Conformer decoder, are trained by a XG-015
Boost model to predict phoneme and sentence016
level scores labeled by experts. Both results on017
open datasets and our internal Chinese children018
data demonstrate that the Conformer-based sys-019
tem, which has smaller model size and detailed020
diagnosis, achieves better performance com-021
pared with neutral network (NN)-based system.022

1 Introduction023

The computer-aided pronunciation training (CAPT)024

application plays an important role in the computer-025

aided language learning (CALL) task especially for026

the second language (L2) learners. The mispronun-027

ciation detection and diagnosis (MD&D) module028

is the core of CAPT system, providing individ-029

ualized pronunciation evaluation and associated030

phone-level diagnosis.031

A classic method for MD&D module is pronun-032

ciation scoring using the goodness of pronuncia-033

tion (GOP) (Witt, 1999; Witt and Young, 2000)034

which is based on the confidence measures of the035

acoustic model (AM). GOP employs the radio be-036

tween the likelihood of canonical and the most037

likely pronounced phones computed by the align-038

ments on given text and the voice of learner. The039

hybrid deep neural network-hidden markov models040

(DNN-HMM) architecture is the mostly used in the041

MD&D system (Hu et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2021) 042

with more accurate measures using some discrimi- 043

native training algorithms. Some GOP variations 044

(Sudhakara et al., 2019; Wana et al., 2020) are also 045

introduced in the recent years showing good corre- 046

lates with human/expert labels. 047

However, the GOP based methods can only pro- 048

vide the pronunciation scores without insertion er- 049

rors in the pronunciation. It is hard to detect in- 050

serted phonemes/words and give more diagnostic 051

details for the language learners. To deal with these 052

shortcomings, some end-to-end (E2E) based meth- 053

ods (Feng et al., 2020; Yan et al., 2020; Fu et al., 054

2021; Jiang et al., 2021) are introduced employing 055

a free-phone recognition system with connectionist 056

temporal classification (CTC) (Paterlini-Brechot 057

and Benali, 2007; Leung et al., 2019) or hybrid 058

CTC- Attention model (Watanabe et al., 2017; Yan 059

et al., 2020). With the development of automatic 060

speech recognition (ASR), Conformer (Gulati et al., 061

2020) based E2E models achieves state-of-the-art 062

(SOTA) performance by combining the convolu- 063

tion neural networks (CNN) and Transformers, to 064

model both local and global dependencies of an 065

audio sequence in a parameter-efficient way. Nev- 066

ertheless, there is still a lack of CAPT system de- 067

signed by Conformer model to deal with both MD 068

and diagnosis. So it is necessary to compute a score 069

based on the recognized results to meet the require- 070

ments of the exercises and the examinations in the 071

language education. 072

In this paper, we propose a Conformer-based 073

CAPT system focused on MD&D. Firstly, a Con- 074

former model is trained in the phonetic level. Then, 075

with the force-alignment and the posterior probabil- 076

ity given by the trained model, features such as the 077

Log Phone Posterior (LPP), the Log Posterior Ratio 078

(LPR) (Hu et al., 2015) and some other features are 079

extracted. Finally, these features are trained with a 080

XGBoost model to predict phone-level human la- 081

beled scores. Compared with (Zhang et al., 2021), 082
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the proposed system shows promising performance083

on the speechocean7621 data set. A group of exper-084

iments also show better performance on Chinese085

children’s speech MD&D task than well tuned on-086

line Chain model based engine with smaller model087

size.088

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-089

lows: Section 2 introduces the proposed Conformer090

based CAPT system. Section 3 presents the experi-091

ments and results. The conclusion is drawn in the092

Section 4.093

2 Proposed CAPT Framework094

Predominant approaches to CAPT primarily per-095

forms MD&D by extending ASR technologies, es-096

pecially through post processing recognition scores.097

The proposed CAPT framework is shown in Fig-098

ure. 1 which consists of acoustic model, feature099

extraction module and feadback module.100

2.1 Acoustic Model101

For the CAPT, acoustic models (e.g. DNN-HMM)102

are applied to infer acoustic features. Conformer103

(Gulati et al., 2020) based model draw immense104

interest recently and became the dominated model105

due to its ability to pay attention on both local106

and global dependencies of the utterance. The en-107

coder is stacked by several blocks which consist of108

a positionwise feed-forward module, a multihead109

self-attention module, a convolution module, and110

another feed-forward module in the end. Only en-111

coder architecture is used in our model to predict112

phoneme result and evaluate pronunciation for the113

latency-accuracy trade-off.114

In order to achieve phoneme level MD task, the115

Conformer based encoder is employed to train pho-116

netic level targets. It is necessary to convert tran-117

scriptions from word level to phoneme level. The118

method for obtaining phonetic representation of119

an input utterance is mainly based on the pronun-120

ciation dictionary. There are some notices in the121

conversion. If a word is not in the vocabulary, the122

out of vocabulary (OOV), the phonetic sequence123

of this word will be converted to the ’<unk>’ unit124

which represents unknown phones. It is also in-125

evitable that there are some words with multiple126

pronunciation. In the conversion, the pronuncia-127

tion will be decided by the part of speech which is128

implemented by HMM model (Hajic et al., 2009).129

1https://www.openslr.org/101/

2.2 Feature Extraction 130

In our Conformer-based system, we employ CTC- 131

based end-to-end force alignment approach to com- 132

pute phoneme level features. The log phone poste- 133

rior ratio between the canonical phone and the one 134

with the highest score is used to approximate GOP 135

score as shown, 136

GOP(p) ≈ log
P (p|o; ts, te)

maxq∈Q P (q|o; ts, te)
(1) 137

where ts and te are the start and end frame indexes, 138

respectively; Q is the whole phone set; P (p) is the 139

prior of phone p; o is the acoustic aligned segment. 140

For the phoneme level scoring, LPP and LPR 141

features are extracted by the output and the force 142

alignments. The LPP of phone p is defined as 143

LPP(p) ≈
te∑

t=ts

logP (st|ot)
/

NF(p), (2) 144

where NF(p) is the number of frames in the 145

phoneme p; ot is the augmented input observations 146

of the frame t; st is the senone label of the frame t 147

generated by force alignment with the given canon- 148

ical phone p; The LPR between phone pi and pj is 149

defined as: 150

LPR(pj |pi) = logP (pj |o; ts, te)
− logP (pi|o; ts, te).

(3) 151

For the sentence level scoring, some features are 152

extracted from the LPP features. There are two 153

feature groups coming from GOP related value and 154

phoneme level recognized results by CTC decoder. 155

The mean values and variances of GOP numera- 156

tor, GOP denominator and GOP values are com- 157

puted with the force aligned phoneme sequence. In 158

addition to this, the recognized details including 159

phoneme error rate (PER), the insertion PER, the 160

deletion PER and the substitution PER comparing 161

with the referred phoneme are used for scoring. 162

2.3 Feedback Module 163

For phoneme and sentence level scoring, a tree 164

boosting system named XGBoost (Chen and 165

Guestrin, 2016) is trained with the expert labeled 166

score. The phoneme scores are used to detect the 167

mispronunciation. The sentence score is used to 168

represent the overall pronunciation evaluation. 169

For the phoneme level pronunciation diagno- 170

sis, the CTC decoder is applied CTC prefix beam 171

search on the CTC output of the model, which can 172
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Figure 1: Framework of the proposed CAPT system

give the 1-best results. This phoneme level results173

are used for the diagnosis based on the reference174

phoneme sequence.175

3 Experiment176

3.1 Databases177

With reproducibility in mind, open datasets are178

adopted. Librispeech (Panayotov et al., 2015) is179

used to train the native AM. A new open-source180

non-native english speech corpus named "spee-181

chocean762" (Zhang et al., 2021), recorded by L2182

language learners, is used for pronunciation assess-183

ment. To demonstrate the performance on non-184

native children speech, our internal dataset Yiqi185

Voice and Yiqi Evaluation are also included. The186

Yiqi Voice contains 3,000 hours Chinese children’s187

speech of designated transcription and conversation188

which are used to train AM. The Yiqi Evaluation189

contains about 100,000 utterances uniformly rang-190

ing from 0 to 8 in score labeled by experts which191

is used for MD&D. All of our internal data are192

anonymized and eligible to be used for research193

purposes.194

3.2 Implementation Details195

In the baseline model, 40 high-resolution mel-196

frequency cepstral coefficients and 100 dimen-197

sional i-vector features are extracted. We use 5198

layer time-delay neural networks (TDNN) with199

1280 dimensions. The AM output is used for the200

forced alignment and the computation to obtain201

the GOP values and the GOP-based features. As202

regards the evaluation model, support vector ma-203

chines (SVM) classifiers are built for each phone204

with the GOP-based features and the corresponding205

manual scores. Furthermore, chain model (Povey206

et al., 2016) is applied to compare with Conformer207

model. A 4-gram language model is trained for the208

word and phoneme level decoding.209

In this paper, Wenet2 is chosen to train byte 210

pair encoding (BPE) and phoneme level Conformer 211

models. 80 dimensional log-mel filterbank com- 212

puted are extracted for the model input. In front of 213

the encoder, two convolution sub-sampling layers 214

are used with 4 times sub-sampling in total. We 215

use 12 Conformer blocks in which have 4 multi- 216

head attention with 64 output dimensions. For the 217

XGBoost training, the learning rate is 0.1 and the 218

weights of L1 regularization term is 0.001. The 219

maximum tree depth is 7. 220

3.3 Recognition Performance 221

To evaluate the pronunciation, it is necessary to 222

predict the phoneme level score together with the 223

recognized phoneme level results for MD&D. 224

Model Arch. test-clean test-other

WER
HMM-TDNN 4.3 10.62

Conformer
Attention Rescore

3.12 8.55

PER

HMM-TDNN 9.55 19.86
Conformer

Attention Rescore
1.84 5.48

Conformer
CTC Beam Search

1.87 5.61

Table 1: Comparison of different models in word and
phoneme level.

Model Arch. Yiqi Voice

WER
Chain model 9.59
Conformer 8.6

Table 2: Comparisons on Yiqi Voice dataset.

Table 1 and Table 2 show the comparisons of 225

different models on word level and phoneme level. 226

It can be seen that Conformer shows much better 227

word error rate (WER) and PER than HMM-TDNN 228

2https://github.com/mobvoi/wenet
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on Librispeech and Yiqi Voice. The PER perfor-229

mance is adequate to detect phoneme level pronun-230

ciation error and diagnose the phoneme details. In231

the Conformer decoding, the CTC beam search de-232

coding method apply CTC prefix beam search on233

the CTC output and the attention rescore method234

rescores the n-best candidates applied by the CTC235

beam search introduced in (Yao et al., 2021). It can236

be shown that the attention rescore performs better237

than CTC beam search method slightly. To balance238

the latency-accuracy trade-off, only the encoder239

part of AED is applied in this paper.240

3.4 Mispronunciation Detection and Scoring241

Performance242

The peroformace of the proposed system is com-243

pared with Kaldi recipe on the "speechocean762"244

dataset and our online CAPT system on the Yiqi245

Evaluation dataset.246

3.4.1 Results on the Speechocean762247

For evaluating the system’s performance, the scor-248

ing results are shown in Table 3 comparing the base-249

line which can be found in Kaldi recipe3 (Zhang250

et al., 2021). It can be seen that our proposed251

system outperforms the baseline from 0.45 to 0.5252

on Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) and from253

0.16 to 0.11 on mean squared error (MSE). Fur-254

ther more, the performance on sentence level on255

the "speechocean762" test sets shows 0.66 on PCC256

metrics.257

Level MSE PCC
HMM-TDNN

Phoneme
0.16 0.45

Proposed 0.11 0.50
Proposed Sentence 1.399 0.654

Table 3: Comparisons of the evaluation performance
between Kaldi recipe and our proposed system.

3.4.2 Results on the Yiqi Evaluation258

To show the advantage of Conformer model in259

CAPT system, the performance of the proposed260

system is compared with our online well optimized261

system which consists of chain model tuned on Yiqi262

Voice, GOP module and XGBoost scoring model.263

The engine is implemented using fixed-point, with264

server-based multi-thread parallel method, for hun-265

dreds of millions MD&D requests per day. As266

3https://github.com/kaldi-asr/kaldi/
tree/master/egs/gop_speechocean762

shown in the Table 4, the Conformer performs bet- 267

ter than the well optimized system with smaller 268

model size. 269

Model Arch. Model Size MSE PCC
Chain model 33M 0.944 0.90

Proposed 19M 0.802 0.91

Table 4: Comparisons on Yiqi Evaluation dataset

3.5 Diagnosis Advantage 270

Figure 2: An example to detect and diagnose the inser-
tion errors.

In the traditional alignment based MD&D system, 271

some likely error patterns can be covered making 272

use of the context-dependent phonological rules 273

in the diagnosis. There are still some errors can 274

not be diagnosed if they are not designed in the 275

alignment graph. For example shown in Figure 2, 276

when the reference is "I have a pear", the student 277

pronounces "I have an pears". This kind of inser- 278

tion error can not be detected and diagnosed based 279

on the alignment methods (Diagnosis 1). In the 280

proposed recognition based diagnosis (Diagnosis 281

2), the insertion errors like phoneme ’/n/’ and ’/s/’ 282

can be detected and used to show the diagnosis for 283

the learners. 284

4 Conclusion 285

In this paper, we proposed a Conformer/XGBoost 286

based CAPT system providing MD&D. In the sys- 287

tem, a phoneme level Conformer is trained with 288

standard English corpus in this paper. After that, 289

LPP, LPR, and some other features are extracted 290

considering the reference phoneme sequence. Fi- 291

nally, we employ XGBoost to predict the pronunci- 292

ation scores. The experiment results show that our 293

proposed system outperforms the baseline system 294

and well tuned online Chain model based system 295

with smaller model size. In future, we will intro- 296

duce works for the abundant dimension evaluations 297

including scores of phoneme, word and sentence 298

level, stress, fluency, prosody and so on. 299
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